
Nelson™ Swag Leg ChairL



TIMELESS DESIGN ROOTS
One early observer, commenting on the swag leg chair’s base, said it “grows
up like four tree roots and unites into one strong upward thrust.” The base
may recall roots, but the chair’s shell echoes another familiar form. George
Nelson borrowed (with permission) the patented process for molding plastic
that Charles and Ray Eames developed. He added a twist, however: Nelson
created separate seat and back shells and then glued them together. The result
is a sculptural shape that fits the body and provides a bit of give. Placed
around tables in dining areas or conference rooms, this chair fits today’s needs
just as it did when it first appeared in 1958.

warranty
Nelson swag leg chair is covered by the Herman Miller Warranty for one year.

FLEXIBLE COMFORT
Using separate pieces for the seat and back means the swag
leg chair can flex with the sitter. A slit between the seat and
back helps prevent heat buildup. Wide, flat arms provide a
comfortable place to rest forearms.

AESTHETIC CHOICES
Shells are available in white, grey, or black, with the option to
mix colors between the seat and back. Legs come in chrome,
white, or black finish.

EARTH FRIENDLY
Innovations in technology and materials yield fully authentic seat
shells made of ecologically friendly, recyclable polypropylene.

Dimensions Finishes
Depth: 217⁄8" Back: black, grey, white
Width: 28" Seat: black, grey, white
Height: 317⁄8" Base: black, white, chrome
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and retailers, please visit us at www.HermanMiller.com or call (800) 851 1196.
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Nelson Swag Leg Chair

George Nelson

A Nelson swag leg chair is shown here with a swag leg desk, which, along with work and
dining tables, completes the Nelson swag leg group.


